
KS1 Music – Topic coverage and curriculum objective

Autumn

Spring

-Find the pulse of unknown pieces of music.

-Begin to listen to music and comment about 

pitch and rhythm. 

-Sing in up to 4 parts.

-Improvise actions to a pulse. 

-Use body percussion to create music.

Summer

-Learn alternative rhythms and pitches to 
known songs.
-Perform in a small group without adult support.
-Begin to understand dynamics and how to 
perform them with our voices – e.g. whisper.
-Read basic rhythms represented as ta and ti.  

Autumn

Spring

Summer

-Learn the word quartet.

Use hand movements to show pitch.

Improvise sounds and movements in a 
rest. 

Compare rhythms.

Identify a song/rhyme by it’s rhythm.

- Identify rests.

Year 1 Year 2Reception
Children explore music through the 

areas of provision. Teaching staff teach 
and model specific skills as and when 

appropriate and according to the 
children’s interests.

Can match 
instruments to 

the sound 
they make.

Children 
can listen 
and talk 

about their 
favourite 

songs

Children can 

describe the 

sound of 

different 

instruments.

Start to 
discuss 

changes in 
music –

quiet, loud 
etc. 

Sing songs 
they have 
learnt from 
memory. 

KS1 Objectives: Pupils should be taught:
Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes 

play tuned and untuned instruments musically 

listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music 

experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music.

- Listen and respond to sung 

instructions.

- Perform actions in time to a song or 

rhyme.

- Learn songs with 2 notes. 

- Perform actions in time with the pulse. 

- Understand and listen for differences 

in pitch.

- Distinguish between loud and quiet.

-
- Learn the word pulse.

- Continue to work on pitch, voice 

types and pulse.

- Learn rhymes.

- Distinguish between a song and a 

rhyme.

- Walk in time to a pulse.

- Learn to perform an action in a rest. 

-Perform simple rhythms.

-Recognise songs from their rhythms.

-Play simple rhythms on un-tuned 

percussion instruments. 

-Show pitch using drawing and gestures.

-Describe changes n pitch. 



KS2 Music – Topic coverage and curriculum objective
KS2 Objectives: Pupils should be taught:
play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and 

expression 

improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music 

listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 

use and understand staff and other musical notations 

appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 

develop an understanding of the history of music.

Autumn

-’Happy’
How music can make 
you happy and affect 
moods and feelings.

’Classroom jazz 2’
Jazz and 
improvisation

Spring

-’A New Year Carol’
The music of Benjamin 
Britten.

-’Music and identity’

Summer

-‘You’ve got a friend’
Carole King’s music and 
her life as a composer.

‘Reflect, rewind, replay’
Explore skills learnt so far. 
Look at western classical 
music. 

Autumn

- ‘Livin’ on a prayer’
Rock anthems – listen 
and appraise.

-’Classroom jazz 1’
Jazz and improvisation.

Spring

‘ Make you feel my love’
Pop ballads

‘Fresh Prince of Bel-Air’
Old school hip-hop

Summer

-’Dancing in the street’
Motown

‘Reflect, rewind, replay’
Explore skills learnt so far. 
Look at western classical 
music. 

Autumn

Spring

-’Stop!’ 
Coverage of mixed 
styles, writing own lyrics.

-Lean on me’
Improvisation and 
composition.

Summer

-’Blackbird’
The Beatles -
development of pop 
music.

-‘Reflect, rewind, replay’
Explore skills learnt so far. 
Look at western classical 
music. 

Autumn

- ‘Let your spirit fly’
Learning to sing in two 
parts. 

- Glockenspiels (1)
Learn to play the 
glockenspiel in a solo 
and ensemble context

Spring

- ‘Three little birds’
Reggae music -
listening, appraising and 
performing.

- ‘The dragon song’
Exploring music from 
around the world. 

Summer

‘Bringing us together’
- Disco music including 

improvisation. 

‘Reflect, rewind, replay’
Explore skills learnt so far. 
Look at western classical 
music. 

Year 3
Year 4

Year 5
Year 6

- ‘Mamma Mia’
Explore music of ABBA. 
Listen and appraise. 

- ‘Glockenspiels’(2)
Continue to play the 
glockenspiel in a solo 
and ensemble context


